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Enhancing staff education and initiative

Writing centers, as anyone who has spent time in one knows, are active places.
[1] Tutors and writers, together or alone, can be found at any moment
researching, writing, talking, listening to their iPods. . .wait a minute. .
.listening to their iPods?![2]

Here is a sample of what tutors in our writing center are listening to: 

For the past four years, the staff of the Fairfield University Writing Center
has adapted and expanded an initiative begun at Duke University’s Writing
Studio to incorporate the use of iPod technology in writing center sessions and
staff education. Doing so has sharpened our staff development program and
increased tutors’ abilities to reflect on their work with student writers.

As we considered our own staff development goals, we knew that
having the ability to investigate session activity collaboratively
was key to our ability to reflect on our work in the writing center.

Since their introduction to the market in 2001, iPods have become a
commonplace technology, with fans ranging from casual joggers to business
travelers, teenagers to adults; and the music industry has been transformed by
the possibilities for personalizing audio preferences for users. Due to this social
revolution, iPods have become de rigueur accessories for college students.

When they arrive on their college campuses, these same students may be
surprised to discover the educational value inherent in this new technology. In
fact, colleges themselves have only just begun to exploit the real potential of
iPods for teaching and learning.

iPods in Education, K-College

Currently, as an educational tool, iPods are most commonly used to “deliver”
information to students. The least imaginative of these applications are fairly
straightforward in their transfer of a traditional classroom presentation format
to the iPod. Teachers in K-12 schools, colleges, and graduate and professional
programs, for example, have recorded lectures, PowerPoint presentations and
even ready-made quizzes, then made them available for students to download
onto their iPods. (See Bradshaw; Maag; “McGraw Hill”; McQuillan; Read; and
Stiller for examples of the applications.)



Both Griffey and Read note that iPods also have an academic life outside of the
classroom, as universities use them to distribute supplementary information on
orientation or library research.

Very few of the articles on iPod use in education encourage readers to take
advantage of the iPod’s capability for not only delivering information but for
recording and editing material. Even fewer encourage scaffolded peer-to-peer
work (see McQuillan for one example), nor have many schools taken advantage
of the iPod’s unique ability to offer a new and improved twist on an old teacher
education strategy: the audio recording of classroom interaction in order to
encourage reflection in learning. Impressed by the pioneering work of Duke
University’s writing center staff, we began a project to bring iPods into our
writing center. In doing so, we sought to design a protocol that encouraged
both individual and collaborative reflection on the teaching taking place in our
writing center.

Supporting staff education with technology

As early as 1982, Kail and Allen made a case for the value of shared research
projects as part of staff development in writing centers. They contend that such
projects foster among writing center staff “a feeling of direction and
commitment and. . . a sense of professional growth” (234). More recent work,
such as that by Geller and colleagues, grounds such intensive staff projects in
learning community models that position writing center staff members as
learners, highlighting the potential of shared projects to foster organizational
growth and learning in addition to individual growth and learning. As we
considered our own staff development goals, we knew that having the ability to
investigate session activity collaboratively was key to our ability to reflect on
our work in the writing center. If the iPods were to be effectively incorporated
into our staff education program, they needed to help us accomplish this goal.

The iPod project enables tutors to understand their strengths and
learn from challenging experiences by providing the opportunity
for personal reflection.

Part of the learner-centered approach to staff education also focuses on
challenging ourselves to break out of our comfort zones, to learn new things,
and to remain connected to the ways in which writers actually work. Technology
is one area where many of us feel uncertain about our skills and yet it is also an
area that is indispensable in terms of its contributions to writers’ processes. For
these reasons, incorporating a technology component into our staff education
program seemed like a good addition.

Though, as Lerner points out, writing centers have decades of experience with
technology, its use has either been highly individualized (everything from
modules for grammar drills to OWLS with uploaded citation tips) or has focused
on the relationship between tutor and writer, rather than on the relationships
among tutors (For further discussion of the use of technology in writing centers,
see Ascuena and Kiernan; Breuch; Coogan; and Inman and Sewell.). Less
research than we might expect has been published on the audio and
videotaping in which some centers engage to reflect on practice. (The following
are a few centers using this technique for staff development: Southern Utah
University, North Georgia State College & University, and Sacramento
State University.)

From the start, we knew that it was not enough for tutors to record and review



their performance on their own. Solitary reflection of this kind can be a
debilitating experience. It is too easy for tutors to hear only problems in their
sessions without the balance and encouragement provided by other tutors. Like
Zeichner and Liston, we believe that reflection is a social practice and that
growth is most likely to occur when professionals “reflect together on a regular
basis about their work” (18). In the remainder of this article we will explain how
we used the iPods to stimulate this kind of regular shared reflection and what
we, as tutors and directors, have learned from our work.

Setting up the iPod project

Beginning the project required three things: institutional support to cover the
cost of iPods and microphones; technology training to teach us how to record
and share clips; and a commitment to staff education which put the tutors’
recordings and reflections at the heart of our ongoing staff development.

The Computing and Network Services division at Fairfield supported our work
by lending iPods and clip-on microphones to each member of the writing
center’s staff and offering training in how to record, edit, and share
conferences. Step-by-step instructions on the process are posted in a series of
videos that Fairfield University’s Computing and Network Services has
developed.

As part of our center’s staff education program, we organized tutors into small
learning circles. Participants in each group were expected to record conferences
each week (with the written consent of the writer), select a section of one of
their recordings that they considered interesting, and share that clip with the
other participants. With iPods nearly ubiquitous on campus, they were easily
integrated into the conferences. Once the tutor explained the purpose of the
iPod project and a student had signed a consent form, we found that the iPod
simply disappeared in the session. To make clear that we valued the time that
tutors spent listening to and discussing their conferences, we treated that time
as professional compensated time. An hour for staff development work was
included each week in tutors’ pay. Our monthly staff meetings focused on
issues that emerged from the excerpts they had selected.

To be honest, this was an ambitious project, and we sometimes fell short of the
goals that we had set for ourselves, but overall, the project gave us insight into
the conferences and the process of learning to tutor that we could not have
gained any other way.

Benefits of the iPod project

Our writing center staff benefited from the iPod project in a number of ways.
We found that:

In the future, we want to extend our writing center’s work with
iPods in new directions, reaching out to students and faculty
members.

iPod recordings help tutors to manage anxiety about their success in tutoring.

The iPod project enables tutors to understand their strengths and learn from
challenging experiences by providing the opportunity for personal reflection. By
taping their sessions, tutors can then reflect upon their collaboration with the
students and assess the ultimate success of the session. They can evaluate
their recordings to see how well they have integrated the pedagogical theories



behind tutoring with the actual practice of helping their students and where the
challenges of such integration lie.

iPods provide the medium through which tutors can reflect on their sessions,
learn from them, and put this knowledge into action.

During a conference itself, it is hard to view the session as a whole. By listening
to their recorded sessions, tutors can pause to engage in “reflection-on-action,”
which Donald Schon describes as a process that allows us to explore actions
with the benefit of distance. Through reflection-on-action, learners develop
strategies for putting knowledge into action and, finally, for engaging on
“reflection-in-action,” “a response to surprise by thought turning back on
itself.”[3] As tutors listen to and reflect on their recorded sessions, they can
assess their responses to the situations that presented themselves during their
time with a writer. They can identify patterns in their tutoring as well as
discover strengths and gaps in their approaches. Finally, tutors can apply this
knowledge to future sessions, using tested-and-true techniques or
experimenting with new ones. In short, reviewing and reflecting on their work
helps tutors develop “the capacity to respond to surprise through improvisation
on the spot.”

Editing a clip strengthens a tutor’s ability to pinpoint the core parts of a
session.

This is a key benefit of using digital recordings: they can be edited. As a result,
tutors listen to their recordings more actively, looking for moments to pull out
of the conference and consider in greater detail. With repeated practice in
taping and editing sessions, tutors learn to recognize important issues in their
interactions with students more quickly. Through editing, tutors develop a
better ear for picking out challenging questions asked by the students or key
decisions made during the session. Because the clips that tutors share must be
brief, tutors acquire the ability to select which issue is the most important to
focus on and what moments had the most impact on the session.

Using edited clips allows a range of topics for group discussion among tutors.

Working together, tutors can use the clips to determine a focus for staff
education and can use the clips to support the work of staff meetings. When
choosing clips to edit and present in peer conferences, tutors can select from a
range of issues such as use of sources, strengthening thesis statements,
outlining papers, organizing paragraphs, or improving conclusions or any other
recurrent issue tutors may be experiencing and wish to discuss. This keeps
editing interesting for tutors and can stimulate conversation among staff
members.

Tutors can help one another assess their sessions more objectively.

Tutors can gain a better understanding of their sessions from listening to their
peers’ varying perspectives on the recording. Tutors can then discover areas
that may need improvement or strengths that they did not initially hear on their
own review of the session. The group collaboration increases the learning
opportunity from a clip because every tutor has different styles, strengths, and
perspectives on challenging issues and each one can implement these varying
ideas into his or her own tutoring methods.

Group discussions about iPod sessions foster both professional development
and learning.



Sharing iPod clips facilitates discussion among tutors, all of whom have the
same goal of improving their strategies and techniques. They can learn from
one another by discussing shared experiences and identifying similar themes–
like plagiarism and working with ESL students–that arise during individual
sessions. Tutors can learn from each others’ decisions, enabling all of them to
become stronger and more confident in their abilities.

Future uses of iPods in the Writing Center

In the future, we want to extend our writing center’s work with iPods in new
directions, reaching out to students and faculty members. We plan to:

Send a section of the recording to the student: If these recordings are valuable
to tutors, they might also be valuable to the writers themselves. Currently,
tutors in our center fill out session reports at the end of each conference that
are emailed to the student, summarizing the activity in the session. Our next
step is to create digital session reports, using the last few minutes of a
conference to record notes on the session, which would then be sent to
students to help them remember and use what they had discussed in the
conference.

Use selections in faculty development: Faculty members rarely have the chance
to observe what happens when students work with other students on writing.
Presenting clips at workshops and conferences both on and off campus, we
have learned that audience members are surprised by the quality of
conversation about writing and ideas that occurs in many writing center
conferences. For this reason, we plan to work with our university’s Center for
Academic Excellence to see whether edited clips from our conferences could
be incorporated into their teaching and learning workshops.

Notes

[1]The authors would like to acknowledge the following members of Fairfield
University’s Computing and Network Services for their invaluable and patient
assistance during all phases of this project: Mr. Jay Rozgonyi and Mr. Jeff
Potocki. We also thank Mr. James Estrada, Vice President for Information
Services and University Librarian, for providing the iPods used for this project.

[2]We use the term iPod throughout this article because it is the format we
used for our work, which follows from the Duke iPod Project. We do recognize
that a number of MP3 players are available on the market.

[3]Though this quote is drawn from a webpage (listed in the Works Cited),
readers looking for a complete elaboration of Donald Schon’s research would do
well to refer to his book entitled Educating the Reflective Practitioner: Toward a
New Design for Teaching and Learning in the Professions, published by Jossey-
Bass in 1987.
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